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Smartmusic home page

How to sign up for SmartMusic1. Go to . This must be done on a Computer SmartMusic does not support use on phones or tablets. 2. Select New SmartMusic3. Sign in with the username or email address you used and the password you created4. Save your credentials to your browser If any of these steps don't work-
you can get into your account as follows:1. Send a password reset code to the email address in the file (note- it won't work if the student used their APS email to set up an account or misstated any part of the email) is the easiest. If you continue to have problems and your child can't get into the account, please let me
know. 2. Email me to ask if I have a password and username (if your child has completed a Google form uploading their login information, I should be able to look at them)3. If none of this works, I'll delete the account and let your child set up a new one. 4. If you change your account password or make any other
changes, please update my login details here: 5. If you're not sure if you've filled out the Google form above, please fill out another one. Then, write down your login details and keep it somewhere it won't lose! How to create a smartmusic account:1. Open Chrome and visit: 2. When prompted to enter a class code, enter
the code for your classesYou will then follow the instructions to create an account. For Countries, select United States of America and leave the time zone as Denver. Now you will be automatically enrolled in the course and you will be ready to receive tasks from me. You need a work email address (to which you can log
in!) and a username and password. Here's your class code (Copy and Paste): Advanced Orchestra: PGNGC-YU4NQIntermediate Orchestra: MNC63-HNLNYBeginning Orchestra: X23V6-7XLTCWhen you're done, fill out this Google form to record your information: SmartMusic is here in Lafayette! What does SmartMusic
mean? SmartMusic is an interactive music software that changes the way students practice and teach. How does that help my baby practice? Since your child will exercise on their own without the help of a teacher, SmartMusic provides instructions to help them exercise more effectively. As students play along with on-
screen music, SmartMusic gives them instant feedback about their performance by showing the right pitch and rhythms in green and incorrect red. They are also able to hear their role in the context of the SmartMusic background accompanied by the entire file. SmartMusic encourages students to continue exercising to
improve their scores, similar to a video game, which makes the practice more fun. There are thousands of songs and exercises. When training, or starting a new piece of music, the speed can be slowed down and then gradually increased to the ideal pace their skills are growing. Other practical tools included in
smartmusic include:Built-in tuner that helps with tool tuning and helps with smusation. A metronome that helps students play with rhythmic precision. Built-in recording feature that provides instant feedback. We can learn a lot by listening to these recordings. Using smartmusic on your home computerSmartMusic works
on your PC or Mac and requires an Internet connection to activate your subscription. A microphone is also required. If you don't already have one, we recommend ordering a SmartMusic microphone. This special microphone has a clip that allows it to be attached to a tool or student's shirt during training. SmartMusic
microphones are also sometimes more sensitive and responsive, which improves the work of rating and recording features. System requirements and support contacts are listed at www.smartmusic.com/supportI don't want my child using email. Don't need an email address? Initially, an e-mail address is required to
activate SmartMusic on your computer. In addition, if the teacher performs tasks through SmartMusic, then students must sign up to receive their assignments. Rest assured that all tasks are sent over the Internet, so the email address is simply used as a unique identifier for security purposes. If your child is over 13
years of age, your consent is required and you can follow every step of the process. Technical requirementsHow about the security of my computer? What are the chances of getting computer viruses? SmartMusic meets all standard safety standards. Standard antivirus protection on your computer is always
recommended. How do I get help if I get technical problems with my computer, microphone, or speakers? You will find a lot of useful www.smartmusic.com/supportYou you can also send questions to the SmartMusic customer support group online at the same address that was mentioned; or you can call the toll-free
technical support number: 866.240.4041What do I need to have on my computer to make it work? SmartMusic startup requirements are relatively standard:I have more than one child at home. Do I need more than one subscription? Families with multiple children using SmartMusic can apply a discount to each
subscription because of the new pricing model. Interested families can contact customer service at 866.240.4041.You may also only have one subscription; just make sure to track each individual's items (practices, tasks, etc.) We have two computers at home. Can our child use SmartMusic on one of them? Each
computer requires its own subscription, so your child can use any computer with smartmusic installed. The price of a SmartMusic One-year subscription costs $40.00 per person (discounts are offered for families with multiple SmartMusic users). The SmartMusic microphone is also available for purchase. Why is this offer
offered as an annual Instead of buying it for me? To maintain an affordable price, SmartMusic is offered on a subscription basis. If available for purchase, the price would be much higher due to the extensive music library and the responsibility to pay publishers royalties for their copyrighted materials. I really can't afford it.
What other options do we have? Although home practice is an important part of your child's music education, we have SmartMusic installed on computers in the band room, orchestra room, and Technology Lab. Students are welcome to come before school and during the break period of practice-we already have a
number of students who do. Why do we have to pay these extra expenses for the music program my kid's in? You don't; however, we strongly recommend that you invest in smart music. This software is changing the way your kids practice at home; because of all the amazing qualities, they want to practice instead of
pushing you and me. Instructions for ordering SmartMusicYou can place an order on www.smartmusic.com by clicking on Buy Now. All you'll need is a PC or Mac with an Internet connection. Complete system requirements are listed on the www.smartmusic.com/support.To start, just follow the on-screen instructions for
installation and activation. Your email address is required to activate SmartMusic.SmartMusic questions? Contact technical support online at www.smartmusic.com/support or call 866.240.4041 Today, the new smartmusic has been updated with a new home page and several other enhancements designed to make your
experience more efficient and intuitive. Redesigned home page First and foremost, we've redesigned the teacher and artist home page. We've based these changes on your feedback — including hands-on testing with teachers and students using SmartMusic. Our goal was to make things more intuitive for everyone. The
teacher's home pages are now sorted by class: Student details, assignments, or class-specific practice analysis are just one click away. Task notifications notify teachers of work that has been submitted and needs to be evaluated. Students' homepages now show the tasks students need to complete and what needs to
be done first: Students also gain insight into their graduated assignments and retain quick access to the repertoire library and class textbooks. Help for student-teachers Now you can be a teacher and a student in the same organization. While teachers cannot be students in their own classes, future music educators can
now join their professor's class while building classes for their students or peers. Simply switch between learning and learning in the navigation bar to effectively perform tasks at the learning or learning location. Help for private instructors and other musicians Private teachers, students and other practicing musicians can
now use SmartMusic without connected to the platform/school. Of course, of course users can be invited to the platforms at any time. Along with private teacher accounts, we've added the ability to create private courses so that school teachers can also create separate student-funded classes for their private students
The new account site and updated app selection Our new account site provides an enhanced experience for updating your personal information and viewing subscription options and purchase history. SmartMusic users know that they can access many included SmartMusic apps, such as Sight Reading Builder,
Compose and Find Music, by clicking on the icon in the upper right corner, as shown above. We call it app selection. To accommodate the new smartmusic features and provide insight into the different features in the SmartMusic app, we've updated app selection to provide a customized experience depending on your
needs. Simplifying subscription purchases and account settings Made it easier for everyone to get started. Individual Teacher and Performer SmartMusic subscriptions can now be purchased online via credit card. What's more, teachers, students and parents can instantly create their own individual SmartMusic accounts
simply by visiting smartmusic.com and clicking the Try for Free button or visiting the registration page. Additional resources, although not part of the new homepage, have also been added to SmartMusic Academy, a free online platform designed to help teachers get the most out of SmartMusic. Included are short videos
designed to get you up and running quickly with the new SmartMusic, more detailed tips for seasoned users, and music education resources that go far beyond using SmartMusic. SmartMusic.
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